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OPG COURSE CATALOG
“You never change things by fighting the existing reality. To change
something, build a new model that makes the existing model obsolete.”
Bucky Fuller

WHAT WE DO
Building Trust. Cultivating Relationships. Delivering Results.
OPG is an organizational development consulting firm that believes:
•
•

People and their ability to work together are critical to organizational success
Organizations that inspire and empower their employees have a competitive advantage

We believe an organization's success depends on its people.
OPG believes it is possible to create well-run organizations in which employees understand the
complexities of organizational life and are productive contributors within those constraints. OPG
provides support, expertise, and analytical skills. Our work is done in the context of relationships, which
involves working with your organization to ensure continued monitoring, discussion, and
implementation of new ideas.
At OPG, we…
•
•
•
•

Think holistically about an organization’s culture and its influence on the organization’s ability to
achieve its mission, efficiently and effectively
Utilize a carefully developed set of proven tools to help our client organizations improve
Create long-term strategic relationships with individuals and organizations
Customize our work for each client

All of our clients are leaders in their organizations who have a commitment to improving their
organization so their people can be more effective at achieving the organization's mission while also
creating an extraordinary work culture.
We work with a small number of clients, implementing customized organizational development services.
Our clients are from all sectors of the economy: from well-established companies to entrepreneurial
©2017 OPG COURSE CATALOG | INTRODUCTION
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businesses; from government organizations to educational institutions; from nonprofit agencies to
religious denominations.
OPG's innovative solutions yield bottom line results. Our services and programs combined with our
company's humanistic approach have helped hundreds of clients achieve new heights of success.

STRATEGIC PLANNING
COACHING
MANAGEMENT AND LEADERSHIP TRAINING
ANALYTICS & DIAGNOSTICS
TEAM BUILDING, RETREATS, AND GROUP FACILITATION
HUMAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT
ABUNDANCE LEADERSHIP

Contact Info
O R GAN I Z A TI O N A L P E RF O RM AN CE GRO U P

PHONE
FAX
EMAIL
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WHO WE ARE
We Help People Work Together Better.
Our OPG consultants have exceptional skills and intellect and are committed to helping clients transform
their companies. Our consultants assess and resolve organizational problems, design management and
training seminars, and create strategic plans for organizations in the non-profit, for-profit, and public
sectors. Our consultants also assist individuals and groups in a more intimate setting through executive
and leadership coaching. You can expect our consultants to be skilled in the following areas:








Extraordinary facilitation
Exceptional management and leadership training
Impactful individual and group coaching
Cutting edge research and data collection
Successful team development
Meticulous analysis, report writing, and presentation creation
Thorough project management

OPG consultants approach each project with fortitude, heart, creativity, and a strong internal locus of
control that ensures success. Our consultants have research and data analysis experience, top-notch
planning skills, solid interpersonal skills, and a passion for organizational development work – we can
guarantee a long-lasting and strong relationship with your organization and a commitment to your
organization’s success. Our team’s full bios are located in the Appendix pages 62—68.

Laura Freebairn-Smith | Anthony Panos
Ross Tartell | Brett Rayford
Sandra LaJeunesse | Katherine Soverel | Cathy Winterfield
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Laura Freebairn-Smith, Principal, has been a consultant for such distinguished companies as the
New York Times and People’s Bank. Her specialty is assisting leaders in realizing the full
potential of their organizations through humanistic and analytical practices, while offering
guidance in the redesign of infrastructure, the creation of strategic plans, and with
organizational development. Laura currently teaches leadership at Yale’s Drama School, and
diversity and team building in the Executive MBA program at Yale’s School of Management.
Prior to that, she served as Director of Yale’s Organizational Development and Learning Center,
which she helped create. Laura’s full bio is located in the Appendix page 62.

Anthony Panos, Principal, specializes in executive and team coaching and training. Tony
teaches, consults, and facilitates group meetings to improve organizational culture and
streamline operations. Tony has worked in both U.S. and international companies such as
Foster Wheeler UK, Inttra, PRNewswire, and other multinational organizations as both
instructor and coach. Tony also works with several education institutions including Penn State,
Weill Cornell Medical College, and Yale University. Tony helps transform these institutions
through his teaching and coaching. Tony has coached 100s of physicians, corporate managers,
and executives. Tony’s full bio is located in the Appendix page 63.

Ross Tartell, Ph. D., Senior Associate, specializes in learning and development, executive
coaching, and change management. Prior to joining OPG, Ross was Principal at Ross Tartell,
Ph.D. Consulting LLC. Prior to opening his consulting practice, Ross was North American
Learning Leader for GE Capital Real Estate where he had responsibility for Learning,
Development, and Communication. Ross also spent 18 years at Pfizer Inc. where he held
positions of increasing responsibility as a member of Corporate Human Resources and the
Global Pharmaceutical Group. Positions included Regional Learning Leader for North America,
Director Team Leader for Instructional Design for the U.S. Pharmaceuticals Sales Force, and
Director Team Leader for Leadership Development. Ross’ full bio is located in the Appendix page 64.

Brett Rayford, Senior Associate, is a licensed Psychologist with 20 years of experience in
leadership roles in the fields of mental health services and juvenile justice services.
Currently, he serves as the Director of Adolescent and Juvenile Justice Services where he
oversees development and management of the unit and is responsible for the development
of the foster care and juvenile justice post-secondary educational system. Brett has
published articles in several academic journals and serves as a member of the American
Psychological Association and Association of Black Psychologists. Brett’s credentials include a
BA in Psychology and an M.A. in Counseling and Clinical Psychology from the University of Cincinnati, a doctorate
in Clinical Psychology from Wright State University, and an M.B.A. in Healthcare Administration from the
University of Hartford. Brett’s full bio is located in the Appendix page 64.
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Sandra LaJeunesse, Senior Associate, has worked with all levels of management and staff in
developing the human competencies critical to business success. Sandra provides leadership
coaching & development, new leader assimilations, consulting of groups on the human dynamics
of change and transition, and conflict management assistance. Sandra conducts organizational
assessments, focus groups, collects 360º feedback data through probing interviews, and designs
and facilitates retreats. Sandra is a founder of Odyssey Consulting and has practiced as a partner
of Odyssey for the past seventeen years. Her experience includes eight years as a Senior
Consultant with Right Management Consultants, then the world’s largest publicly traded
international human resource consulting firm. Sandra holds a Master’s degree in Counseling Psychology and a
Bachelor’s in Education, with a strong emphasis in adult learning styles. She is Myers-Briggs qualified. Sandra’s full
bio is located in the Appendix page 65.

Cathy Winterfield, Senior Associate, is President of NovaCore Performance Solutions, a firm
dedicated to enhancing the performance of individuals and teams in the workplace. This
enterprise represents the culmination of more than 25 years of experience in human
resources, training, consulting, management, and coaching. Cathy has worked in, and
consulted for, for-profit businesses, not-for-profit organizations, and governmental entities.
Previously, Cathy served as a member of the Extension Faculty of Cornell University – School
of Industrial and Labor Relations, where she was the Director of Human Resource
Management Programs. In this role, Cathy designed and directed HR management programs,
developed and delivered workshops to managers and HR professionals, formulated training recommendations to
remedy specific learning needs within a variety of organizations, and consulted with clients. Sandra’s full bio is
located in the Appendix page 66.

Katherine Soverel, Associate, has extensive experience in business development and
formulating market strategies, for public, private, and nonprofit organizations that help drive
growth and make strategic decisions. While at the Population Council, Katherine formulated an
original marketing plan for an innovative pharmaceutical product for marketing sectors in
Kenya, Nigeria, and Senegal. Katherine also has experience doing market research and analysis
within the higher education, entertainment, nonprofit, and legal fields. In 2010, Katherine
entered Zhejiang University’s Intensive Language Program in Mandarin and went on to work at
Glory Lifestyle Investment Fund as a Business Development Associate. Katherine graduated
from Barnard College in 2007 with a Bachelor’s degree in Political Science. She then went on to pursue an MBA
and a Master’s degree in International Relations from Boston University. Katherine is proficient in Mandarin and
Spanish. Katherine’s full bio is located in the Appendix page 67.
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HOW WE CAN HELP
Course Catalog
Welcome to our Course Catalog – here you will find all the information you need for selecting the best
OPG services for you and your organization.
The OPG Course Catalog is designed to provide you the essential information you need to choose the
workshops that will advance the skills of your staff, managers, and leaders. From summary statements
to downloadable sample tools, we want you to get a good sense of what we can do so that you can
select the services that best suit your organization’s needs.
Each workshop is located under one of these sections – Building Skills, Managing People, Fostering
Culture, and Leading Organizations – we believe these headings are the best indicators of the overall
purpose the workshop serves, whether it’s aimed at helping you undergo a cultural shift or learn your
best leadership style. This catalog provides the summary description, pricing, takeaways, intended
audience, workshop length, and resources for each workshop as well as our bios and contact
information if you have any additional questions.
OPG provides a full range of organizational development services to improve your organization’s
effectiveness; for a complete list of our services, please see page 87.
We look forward to working with you!

Customization
We offer workshops for both individual participants and groups, and we can deliver our group
workshops for just your organization or as a collaborative experience amongst several companies. Each
workshop is designed with modules that can be customized for your specific organizational needs.
Customization can include melding modules from a variety of workshops to condensing a day-long
workshop to two hours.
We are flexible because we know that each individual and organization has differing needs. Please
contact us with your training and development goals and we will recommend the best services for you.
©2017 OPG COURSE CATALOG | INTRODUCTION
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BUILDING SKILLS
The following workshops are designed to build the skills essential to the
development of any employee in any industry at any point in his or her
career.
By effectively utilizing skills gained from training in topics such as time
management and communication, our workshop participants are better
able to understand the impact of their day-to-day efficiency on their
organization as a whole.

©2017 OPG COURSE CATALOG | BUILDING SKILLS
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MANAGING UP
Where are you on the continuum of engaging, contributing, or coaching
your boss?
Managing up is not about telling your superiors what to do. Rather, it is about learning the skills needed
to meet your organization's goals and to make recognized and valued contributions. It's about learning
to create an open exchange of ideas between your supervisor and yourself to yield measurable results.
The course content is appropriate for both supervisors and non-supervisors.
KEY TAKEAWAYS:
As a result of the Managing Up workshop, you will:








Understand the advantages of managing up
Build confidence in approaching your manager
Take a central role as both team member and leader
Identify your fears
Know your supervisor’s ‘hot buttons’
Develop key “managing up” conversational skills –
including respectful pushback, allowing the other
person to challenge herself, and calling it
Realize the impact of limiting and empowering
assumptions

AUDIENCE: Mid-level managers and staff

Sample “managing up” conversational skills and their
application:




Respectful pushback is appropriate when – your manager contradicts herself
An example of allowing the other person to challenge herself is – “I hear you saying you are not
totally committed to this venture. Say more about that.”
An example of calling it like it is – “I’m hearing some hesitancy. What is causing you to hold
back?”

TAGS: BUILDING SKILLS | MANAGING UP | MANAGEMENT | COMMUNICATION | ALIGNMENT | STAFF DEVELOPMENT
Link to video
©2017 OPG COURSE CATALOG | BUILDING SKILLS
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TIME MANAGEMENT: Minding Your Ds and Qs to Keep
from Losing Your Mind
Do you have enough time to complete your to-do list everyday? We didn’t
think so.

In this course, we explore how to effectively manage your time in order to achieve your goals in the face
of cultural pressures. We look at being in the present moment with an eye on the future and identifying
on what activities you should spend your time. We discuss the evolution of time management through
the following five stages:






Keeping lists and notes
Using calendars and appointment books
Prioritizing and clarifying values
Managing ourselves
Abandoning the illusion of control

“THIS WORKSHOP PROVIDED
ME WITH EXCELLENT TOOLS
FOR MANAGING MY
WORKLOAD AND PRIORITIES.”

OPG Client, Yale CORE

We also work through Stephen Covey’s time management matrix
in order to better identify your priorities. At the end of this course, you will know the “4Ds and 4Qs” for
effective time management and how to avoid “time robbers” along the way.
KEY TAKEAWAYS:
As a result of the Time Management workshop, you will:
 Learn to plan and prioritize your time
 Discover tools and tactics for effective time
management
 Learn the 4Ds and 4Qs of time management
AUDIENCE: All levels

In the time management model, Covey starts by defining activities as important vs. not important and
urgent vs. not urgent.
Do you think you could characterize each activity of your day this way?
TAGS: BUILDING SKILLS | TIME MANAGEMENT | SCHEDULING | PRIORITIZATION | COVEY | 4Qs 4Ds
Link to Covey Time Management Matrix
Link to video
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MISSION-DRIVEN INTERVIEWING TM: Align Recruitment
with Purpose
Learn how to select the best-fit employees for your organization every time
you interview.
While interviewing is often viewed as merely a transactional responsibility, in reality, few business
functions have greater impact on an organization than employment interviewing. Truly effective
interviewing constitutes a transformational process through
which the organization hand-selects those individuals who will
become the face, the voice, and the embodiment of the
organization to its clients and customers. Through a missiondriven approach to interviewing, interviewers will develop the
skills they need to find the “right” candidates – the ones who
can meaningfully contribute to attaining the overarching
objectives of the position, of the department, and of the
organization.
KEY TAKEAWAYS:
As a result of the Mission-Driven Interviewing (MDI)TM
workshop, you will:






“THE MOST VALUABLE THING ABOUT THIS
Develop interviewing practices that focus on
WORKSHOP IS NOW BEING ABLE TO
consistency, fairness, and increased defensibility
IDENTIFY THE BEST CANDIDATE WHILE THE
Establish a common language for interviewing that
COMPANY GROWS AND INTERVIEWS
results in easier decision-making and ultimately,
INCREASE. I LEARNED HOW TO BE MORE
better hires
OBJECTIVE DURING THE INTERVIEW
Identify the mission of your organization, its position,
PROCESS.”
OPG
Client,
ArroHealth
and the performance metrics for the specific role(s)
being interviewed
Identification of the knowledge, skills, and behavioral characteristics (KSBCs™) needed for
success in specified role(s)
Create appropriate interview questions and learn efficient résumé screening tactics

AUDIENCE: All levels with interviewing and candidate selection responsibilities; HR and Line managers.

TAGS: BUILDING SKILLS | INTERVIEWING | MISSION AND STRATEGY | CANDIDATE SELECTION | BEST-FIT HIRING
Link to KSBC Worksheet
Link to video
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PERSONAL IDENTITY AND STEREOTYPING
Diversity of staff, clientele, vendors, and other constituents, as well as
cross-cultural competence, are no longer secondary or tertiary matters for
organizations; they are economic and philosophical essentials.
On what basis do we judge others?
Stereotyping is a process by which individuals are viewed as members of groups and the information
that we have stored in our minds about the group is ascribed to the individual. Many diversity theories
show that individuals use stereotyping to navigate interpersonal and group interactions on a daily basis.
Stereotypes can become barriers to effective interaction, but they also serve a very real need to
navigate large amounts of information and hundreds of interactions.
In this workshop, we address the following questions: What purpose does stereotyping serve? On what
basis do we form stereotypes? Why do they get us into such trouble?
This workshop offers a new typology for understanding the sources of stereotypes in the hopes that we
can learn to avoid their oppressive use, particularly in organizational life. This is a foundational workshop
for OPG’s diversity, equity, and inclusion series and consultation services.
KEY TAKEAWAYS:
In the Personal Identity and Stereotyping workshop, you will:





Discuss positive and negative stereotypes and review a new typology for identifying the sources
of stereotypes
Evaluate the three types of data sources – immediate, proximate, distant – we use to stereotype
Learn how to remediate the weaknesses of stereotypes generated from these various sources
Address the connection between your personal identity and how you are perceived through
stereotypes

AUDIENCE: All levels
“WE STEREOTYPE OTHERS BASED ON OBSERVABLE CHARACTERISTICS IN
ORDER TO SAVE TIME AND ENSURE OUR OWN SAFETY […] FOR HUMAN
BEINGS THIS BIOLOGICAL BEHAVIOR HAS BECOME PROBLEMATIC GIVEN OUR
SOURCES OF INFORMATION, OUR RACE HISTORY, OUR SOCIAL STRUCTURES,
AND OUR ABILITY TO NEGATIVELY IMPACT THE PERSON WHO IS DIFFERENT
FROM US, ESPECIALLY IF WE ARE IN A POWER POSITION.”

OPG Partner, Laura Freebairn-Smith

©2017 OPG COURSE CATALOG | BUILDING SKILLS
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We do not make room for individual difference in our stereotypes. Our
preconceived notions block us from discovering the extraordinary range of
human behavior and characteristics. These notions block us from meeting
people as fully
themselves, not
just as a member
of a group.

In our Personal Identity and Stereotyping workshop, we look at immediate, proximate,
and distant data. Ultimately, when we stereotype, we are relying on data, some valid
and some invalid.
With all data, there are two important questions to ask yourself:
1. Do I have adequate data to draw a conclusion?
2. Is the source of this data reliable?
When we interact with people, we rarely ask ourselves these two questions – we
quickly make broad generalizations and use our intuition (our experience, our read of
subtle clues, our education and training, and hearsay) to make judgments.

TAGS: BUILDING SKILLS | PERSONAL IDENTITY | STEREOTYPES | DISCRIMINATION | CROSS-CULTURAL COMPETENCE

©2017 OPG COURSE CATALOG | BUILDING SKILLS
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STRATEGIC THINKING: Does It Matter?
“We can’t solve problems with the same kind of thinking we used when we
created them.” -Albert Einstein

The ability to think strategically is an important
leadership skill that allows managers to make decisions
that align with the overall strategy of their companies.
The beneficial results of strategic thinking include:
decision-making that aligns with other elements of the
organization, team member commitment and
motivation, enhanced business performance, added
value to customers, avoidance of unnecessary
emergencies, better use and deployment of resources,
and reduced stress.
Whether your concern is your mission and vision, your markets and products, your relationship with
your customers, or all of the above – strategic thinking will unlock answers for your managers and
organization as a whole.
KEY TAKEAWAYS:
As a result of our Strategic Thinking workshop, you will be able
to:

“THE EFFECTIVE TEAMS, STRATEGIC
CRITICAL THINKING MODEL, AND
TEAM ASSESSMENTS WERE VERY







Analyze opportunities and problems from a broad
perspective
Understand the potential impact of actions on others
Visualize what might or could be
Take a holistic approach to day-to-day issues and challenges
Understand the hierarchy of thinking in strategic planning

GOOD.”

OPG Client, BankNewport

AUDIENCE: High-level leaders
Two key leadership behaviors for thinking strategically include:



Being open to new ideas and perspectives
Challenging underlying assumptions

TAGS: BUILDING SKILLS | STRATEGIC THINKING | STRATEGY | LEADERSHIP | PROBLEM-SOLVING
Link to PPCO Worksheet
Link to video
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EMOTIONAL RESILIENCE
How well do you handle a crisis? Can you “roll with the punches?”
Work transition is hard and often takes an emotional toll. Emotional resilience is the ability to absorb
high levels of change that affect your personal situation, while maintaining your level of performance.
Resilient people are no less vulnerable — but able to bounce
back quickly and do not become victims of change. In our
emotional resilience workshop, we provide you with
practical tools, perspectives, and approaches that will help
you manage the ‘inner game’ that is so necessary to being at
your best – the tools that help you face difficulties in the
workplace or during a work transition.
KEY TAKEAWAYS:
As a result of the Emotional Resilience workshop, you will:





Increase your awareness of your behaviors when you encounter an unfamiliar situation and
determine ways to sort through those situations
Identify sources of feedback and emotional support
Be able to identify factors to diagnose your emotions and gain insight into your emotional state
Use your diagnosis to create an action plan for establishing resilience in best of times/worst of
times scenarios

AUDIENCE: All levels
“THE IDEA THAT YOU
HAVE TO ‘WORK
THROUGH’ YOUR
FEELINGS AFTER A

Part of an example of how to evaluate and create an action plan to
establish positivity, one of the five elements of emotional resilience is
below:

SETBACK MIGHT SEEM
SELF-INDULGENT TO
SOME BUT IT MAY BE
THE MOST PRODUCTIVE





ROUTE FORWARD.”
Become more aware of the things you say to yourself when you
Harvard
Business Review
encounter an unfamiliar situation
Ask for feedback on your ability to identify opportunities
If you become frustrated or find yourself becoming negative about a new situation, take a “timeout”

TAGS: BUILDING SKILLS | EMOTIONAL RESILIENCE | EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE | FEEDBACK | CAREER DEVELOPMENT
Link to video
©2017 OPG COURSE CATALOG | BUILDING SKILLS
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RUNNING EFFECTIVE MEETINGS: Creating Better
Organizations through Better Meetings
Do you ever leave a meeting and think, “What was the point of that?” or
“What did I learn in that meeting?” We’ve got the solution for you. Don’t
let meetings waste your time.
Meetings are one of the primary ways that we do work in the 21 st century. Badly run meetings waste
time, talent, and money. Groups often struggle to be efficient
and effective working in the best interest of the whole while
honoring the input of the experts in the group. Structuring
meetings well can be the difference between full, effective
attendance and participation in a group versus lackluster
commitment.
KEY TAKEAWAYS:
As a result of the Running Effective Meetings workshop, you
will learn how to:





Establish effective meeting management practices
within your organization
Develop a meeting’s purpose, agenda, and norms
Choose the physical space best suited for your meeting
Identify assigned roles for each attendee of a specific meeting

AUDIENCE: All levels

“IT WAS SO HELPFUL TO
WATCH THE ROLE-PLAYING SO

In preparing for any meeting, you should always complete the
following tasks:





I COULD THINK OUTSIDE OF
THE BOX. I NEVER THOUGHT
OF THE ROLES AND

Develop objectives
Identify participants
Determine scheduling
Provide a productive physical environment

CHARACTERS WITHIN A
MEETING, VERY HELPFUL TO
WORK OUT AND DISCUSS.”

OPG Client, Yale CORE

TAGS: BUILDING SKILLS | MEETING MANAGEMENT | TIME MANAGEMENT | GROUP DYNAMICS | SCHEDULING
Link to FedEx Office meeting video https://youtu.be/6hKWM5Z1zds
©2017 OPG COURSE CATALOG | BUILDING SKILLS
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HIGH-IMPACT COMMUNICATION
Communication matters. Are you using communication to effectively
engage your staff?

Active listening is a communication skill which has proven to be
very effective at improving relationships of all kinds. Using
active listening techniques can help people gain a better
understanding of each other's feelings and needs, resolve
conflicts, build trust, show concern, demonstrate respect,
encourage dialogue, improve teamwork, and increase
collaboration. Active listening, combined with several other
tools and techniques in our High-Impact Communication
workshop, allows participants to practice listening to other
people within the other person’s own frame of reference and gives participants the tools to understand
the whole message – both content and feeling – to ensure effective communication.
KEY TAKEAWAYS:
As a result of the High-Impact Communication workshop, you will:






Learn and practice the essentials of active listening—the foundation of effective communication
Assess your current communication skills
Understand the characteristics of useful feedback
Learn a model for giving and receiving feedback
“IT WAS REALLY HELPFUL TO
Develop a personal communication action plan
IDENTIFY AND ADDRESS THE

AUDIENCE: All levels

EMOTIONAL ASPECTS OF
COMMUNICATION – AND HOW
TO KEEP THE TONE OF THE
CONVERSATION ON POINT.”

OPG Client, Yale CORE

Below are three of the five main steps in active listening:




Give your full and undivided attention – pay attention to the other person’s body language
Face and look at the person
Withhold judgment

TAGS: BUILDING SKILLS | HIGH-IMPACT COMMUNICATION | COMMUNICATION | ACTIVE LISTENING |TEAM-BUILDING
Link to tools
Link to video
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FACILITATING TELECONFERENCES: OPG’s C3 MethodTM
for Managing the Madness
How do you effectively host a teleconference? We’ve got you covered.

In today’s world, many organizations have global teams, flexible work hours, and employees who work
from home. Given these trends and the fact that we all have busy work weeks, it can be difficult to
connect face-to-face. Teleconferences are a great way to
connect with other members of your organization in
different locations, but they can also be problematic and
lead to inefficient communication if not set up properly. In
this workshop, we discuss how to set up for success and
prepare for the call, what pitfalls to avoid, what to do
during the call, using the OPG C3 MethodTM, and how to
debrief the teleconference.
KEY TAKEAWAYS:
As a result of our Facilitating Teleconferences C3TM
workshop, you will learn:




When and when not to use teleconferences
A simple tool that transforms teleconferences
Tricks for avoiding the pitfalls of teleconferences and other similar technology-based meeting
and communication tools
 Ground rules and an action plan for facilitating your future
teleconferences
“THIS WAS A PHENOMENAL
WORKSHOP. I LIKED THE
AUDIENCE: All levels
EXAMPLES AND THE
OPPORTUNITY TO PRACTICE.”

OPG Client, Yale CORE

Some pre-call preparation tips for teleconferences include:




Since you’re coordinating the calendars of several busy people, give yourself at least one week
before the desired meeting day to find a time convenient for all
Check with the service provider you choose if they require a reservation and, if so, how much
notice do they need?
Decide on the options you will use for your call. Will it be dial-in or dial-out? Do you want it to be
recorded?
TAGS: BUILDING SKILLS | COMMUNICATION | FACILITATION | TELECONFERENCES | OPGC
Link to Tripp Crosby video https://youtu.be/z_tiqlBFjbk

©2017 OPG COURSE CATALOG | BUILDING SKILLS
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MANAGING YOUR OUTLOOK CALENDAR
Take charge of your calendar and learn how to get the most out of
Outlook.
How we use Outlook calendars creates cultural norms in our
organizations. Outlook is a helpful tool that lets us take care of
business everyday – from scheduling meetings to executing
deliverables – but there are many tools, tips, and tricks within the
program that, if utilized, can lead to a more productive workday. In
this course, we explore the most effective way to use your Outlook
calendar so that you are managing your time, your staff, and your
organization well.

KEY TAKEAWAYS:
As a result of the Managing Your Outlook Calendar workshop, you will:




Develop a shared protocol for how your organization uses Outlook to create culture
Learn the critical importance of managing your individual
calendar
Understand specific ways to utilize Outlook’s capabilities
“SO MANY OF THESE TIPS ARE
to improve efficiency (color coding, meeting notes,
GREAT – I THINK SOME OF
design time, sorting methods, building in self-care)
THEM REQUIRE A CULTURE

AUDIENCE: All levels

CHANGE, WHICH IS A GOOD
THING.”
OPG Client, Yale CORE

Adding transition time reduces stress and allows you to focus on the content of your meetings. Why
should you add transition time?



It takes time to get places – block travel time in your calendar
Some events need wrap up and set up time – add that in too

Don’t forget to put details into the travel section—include the exact address and room number, as well
as a contact phone number in case there are any questions.

TAGS: BUILDING SKILLS | TIME MANAGEMENT | MICROSOFT OUTLOOK | CALENDAR | SCHEDULING

©2017 OPG COURSE CATALOG | BUILDING SKILLS
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BETTER STRATEGIES. BETTER LEADERS. BETTER ORGANIZATIONS.

MANAGING PEOPLE
Because people are the most essential element of an organization’s
success, learning how to analyze and interpret the “human element” is one
of the most critical yet difficult and dynamic elements of any leader’s role.
The following courses are designed to equip leaders and managers with
the appropriate tools and skills for managing their staff through effective
communication, motivation, performance metrics, and utilization of
personality traits for their optimal impact.

©2017 OPG COURSE CATALOG | MANAGING PEOPLE
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DIFFICULT CONVERSATIONS: Getting Your Best
Resolution
How often do conversations go wrong?

In this workshop, we explore how to navigate difficult conversations – whether to engage in the
conversation in the first place, what stance to take when communicating, and sometimes, considering
the alternatives.
KEY TAKEAWAYS:
As a result of the Difficult Conversations workshop, you will
recognize the following:





How to define the learning and judging stances of a
conversation
Identifying intent and impact within a conversation
When it’s worth it to confront an issue, when it’s not, ways it can go wrong when confronting,
how to maximize the chances that it goes right, and how to course-correct when it doesn’t
Three techniques to foster a learning conversation

AUDIENCE: All levels

Some unproductive expectations for difficult conversations
include:

“[THIS WORKSHOP] IS VERY TIMELY IN
MY CURRENT WORK ENVIRONMENT, SO
I AM REALLY GOING TO TRY TO PUT
WHAT I HAVE LEARNED INTO PRACTICE:
TRY TO HELP, TRY NOT TO BE
DEFENSIVE, REPHRASE THE SITUATION,
AND ASK FOR CLARITY.”
OPG Client, Trinity Wall Street





Seeking to change the other person rather than to
influence her behavior
Looking for short-term relief at a long-term cost to the relationship
Resolving the issue quickly – difficult conversations take time and commitment

TAGS: MANAGING PEOPLE | DIFFICULT CONVERSATIONS | COMMUNICATION | CONFLICT RESOLUTION
Link to Difficult Conversations Worksheet
Link to video

©2017 OPG COURSE CATALOG | MANAGING PEOPLE
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MANAGER’S BOOT CAMP: Master Your Best Leadership
Style
Boot Camp is for managers looking for an intense, high-impact leadership
boost!
Today’s managers are expected to manage the performance, results, risk,
priorities, expectations, and processes and systems for their organizations.
This program addresses the importance and challenges of each of these areas
and offers front-line managers an intense curriculum that covers the
managerial impact of perceptions (their own and those of the people they
manage); creative problem solving; and team building. Participants also learn
how communication skills — such as style preferences, listening, motivation,
positive confrontation, and counseling — impact leadership.
KEY TAKEAWAYS:
As a result of Manager’s Boot Camp, you will:

“I ESPECIALLY ENJOYED THE ROLE
PLAY AND THE REMINDER TO LET GO









OF ALL OUTCOMES – LEARN AND
Understand how unconscious behaviors impact your
‘LET IT GO’. DON’T MAKE
ability to lead
ASSUMPTIONS AND KEEP THEM OUT
Discover the elements of a performance management
OF THE EQUATION.”
system and performance-related feedback
OPG Client, Trinity Wall Street
Learn communication strategies for different “styles”
Know when to use employee coaching vs. employee counseling to get desired results
Determine your “Approachability IQ” and your team culture
Explore priority management tools and how to create an implementation plan
Understand the differences between influence and control

AUDIENCE: New to mid-level managers

Thinking strategically, here are two questions a “thinking manager” should be asking:



Whom or what am I managing?
What will success look like?

TAGS: MANAGING PEOPLE | MANAGER’S BOOT CAMP | LEADERSHIP | IMPACT LEADERSHIP | COMMUNICATION
Link to Situation Leadership Worksheet - Blanchard Worksheet
Link to video
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MANAGING FOR GREATER IMPACT
Fair isn’t everyone getting the same thing; fair is everyone getting what he
or she needs in order to be successful.
In this workshop, we discuss and explore a variety of ways to make
the most impact on your organization as a leader or manager. We
cover topics from unconscious behaviors and their impact to the
differences between impact and intent and how to hold people
accountable in a positive way. Participants will be able to role play in
scenarios that address communication, engagement, learning vs.
judging, self-esteem vs. self-perception, and feedback. The scenarios
are designed to provide insight into the individual’s management
needs and the practice to take the skills back to the workplace
immediately.
“ALL ASPECTS OF THIS
KEY TAKEAWAYS:

WORKSHOP WILL BE
HELPFUL TO ME IN MY

As a result of the Managing for Greater Impact workshop, you will:









WORK, ESPECIALLY
[LEARNING ABOUT]

Address unconscious behaviors and their impact
UNCONSCIOUS
Distinguish between intent and impact in your management
BEHAVIORS, INTENT
Learn how to hold people accountable in a positive way
VERSUS IMPACT, AND THE
LEADER’S MINDSET.”
Discover tools for creating focus across the staff of your
OPG
Client, Louis Berger
organization
Develop a learning (and not judging) stance in managing others
Learn new communication techniques to overcome defensiveness and resistance
Become comfortable with giving and receiving feedback – feedback is a gift!
Learn how to use questions as a leadership strategy

AUDIENCE: Mid to high-level managers and leaders

Avoiding feelings is not healthy in the workplace – there is a way to handle feelings effectively, including:



Acknowledging the other person’s feelings before beginning to problem-solve
Naming and describing feelings, especially during difficult conversations

TAGS: MANAGING PEOPLE | MANAGING FOR GREATER IMPACT | LEADERSHIP | COMMUNICATION | STAFF ENGAGEMENT
©2017 OPG COURSE CATALOG | MANAGING PEOPLE
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EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE
Emotional intelligence capabilities count more than IQ or expertise for
determining who excels at a job – any job.

In this workshop, we explore Emotional Intelligence (EI) and its applications in the workplace. Initially
developed by psychologists Peter Salovey and Daniel
Goleman, EI is the ability to recognize, understand, and
manage not only our own emotions, but the emotions of
others. We must be aware of the ways in which our
emotions drive our behavior and the behavior of others so
that we can manage those emotions, especially under
pressure. This workshop walks participants through the
Emotional Competence Framework and eight strategies to
enhance emotional intelligence so that each individual can
assess strength and development areas regarding self-awareness of emotions, regulation of emotions,
and empathizing with the emotions of others.
KEY TAKEAWAYS:

TODAY’S LEADERS MUST BE MORE
SENSITIVE ABOUT HOW TO MANAGE AND

As a result of the Emotional Intelligence workshop, you will:






LEVERAGE DIFFERENCES IN PEOPLE TO
BUILD GREAT TEAMS AND DELEGATE

Understand what Emotional Intelligence is and why it
UNIQUE TALENTS AND ABILITIES FOR
is essential for leaders to develop and demonstrate
CERTAIN ASSIGNMENTS.
Determine how well you can read others’ emotions
Assess your awareness and ability to regulate your own emotions and to empathize and
effectively work with the emotions of others
Review the Emotional Competence Framework
Develop strategies to enhance your emotional intelligence – including active listening and
examining how you react in stressful situations

AUDIENCE: All levels

Relationship management is part of social competence, a key component of the emotional competence
framework. Can you think of the elements of relationship management?
Influence, communication, and teamwork are a few examples!
TAGS: MANAGING PEOPLE | EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE | EMOTIONAL COMPETENCE | SELF-AWARENESS
Link to link to NYT http://well.blogs.nytimes.com/2013/10/03/well-quiz-the-mind-behind-the-eyes/?_r=0
Link to video
©2017 OPG COURSE CATALOG | MANAGING PEOPLE
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UNDERSTANDING YOUR MYERS-BRIGGS TYPE
Unlock knowledge of your personality type to increase awareness of how
you most typically lead and discover how to best interact with other
personality types to maximize your effectiveness.

In this workshop, we explore the MBTI as a leadership tool; learn the various strengths of each of its
sixteen personality types to best use your strengths, to modify some approaches to maximize your
ability to interact successfully with diverse types, and to leverage individual strengths of your team. The
MBTI is based on the work of Carl Jung and is a self-report instrument that serves as a preference
indicator – there are no “right” answers; it is simply used to determine preference, which can then be
translated into specific and practical leadership strategies.
KEY TAKEAWAYS:
As a result of the Understanding Your Myers-Briggs Type workshop,
you will:


Learn the four bi-polar scales evaluated by the Myers-Briggs
Type Indicator and understand what each preference means:
o
o
o
o





Extraversion/Introversion (E/I)
Sensing/iNtuitive (S/N)
Feeling/Thinking (F/T)
Judging/Perceiving (J/P)

Develop a framework to understand your own and
others’ preferences and behavior and the impact of
type on trust, communication, teamwork, and
decision-making
Enhance your ability to adjust your behavior to create
greater rapport with your staff, peers, and managers

AUDIENCE: All levels

“THE THEORY IS THAT MUCH
SEEMINGLY CHANCE VARIATION IN
HUMAN BEHAVIOR IS NOT DUE TO
CHANCE; IT IS IN FACT THE LOGICAL
RESULT OF A FEW BASIC,
OBSERVABLE INBORN DIFFERENCES
IN MENTAL FUNCTIONING.”

Isabel Myers

TAGS: MANAGING PEOPLE | UNDERSTANDING YOUR MBTI | MBTI | PERSONALITY TEST | PREFERENCE INDICATORS
Link to MBTI test
Link to video
©2017 OPG COURSE CATALOG | MANAGING PEOPLE
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HOLDING YOURSELF AND OTHERS ACCOUNTABLE
Accountability is synonymous with responsibility. The best leaders take
responsibility for their own actions and create a culture of
empowerment—staff and leadership who always hold each other
accountable.

In this workshop, we review research regarding leadership and accountability and discuss where we as
individuals and organizations may fall short – do we feel that most of our employees know what is
expected of them? How do you react if someone is not meeting
his or her targets? We will do a deep dive into defining
accountability and its assumptions. In doing so, we will discover
how we can modify our leadership behaviors to address the
lack of focus and ambiguity that the majority of people find in
their day-to-day tasks.
KEY TAKEAWAYS:
In the Holding Yourself and Others Accountable workshop, you will:




Address several key assumptions about job expectations found in the majority of workplaces
Establish a “learner” mindset instead of a “judging” mindset in order to lead with a focus on
possibilities and a positive outlook for your organization
Learn the six steps to creating engaged accountability

AUDIENCE: All levels

“I LEARNED ABOUT MY
ABILITY TO INFLUENCE
OTHERS AND CONTINUE TO
BUILD STRONG, IMPACTFUL,
AND EFFECTIVE
RELATIONSHIPS.”

OPG Client, BankNewport

TAGS: MANAGING PEOPLE | HOLDING YOURSELF AND OTHERS ACCOUNTABLE | ACCOUNTABILITY LEADERSHIP
Link to video
©2017 OPG COURSE CATALOG | MANAGING PEOPLE
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META-METRICS: Measuring What Matters in Leading
Organizations
How do we know when our organizations are succeeding?
To achieve performance excellence, organizations must
assess progress through the use of appropriate metrics.
Leaders and managers must determine what to measure and
then how to measure it. It is easy to measure too much, to
measure the wrong things, or to measure poorly. In this
workshop, participants analyze performance measurement
from theory to implementation by examining and applying
performance measurement models to common performance
issues. They explore a variety of measurement tools,
discussing what constitutes “good measurement” practices.
Models studied include the Balanced Scorecard, logic models,
the Baldridge Criteria for Performance Excellence, and
systems mapping. Participants also learn how to communicate organizational results to peers and
clients. Participants explore the basics of good statistical practice and good survey design. The course is
highly interactive with a mix of lecture and experiential work, revolving around a core case. For longer
runs of the course, pre-work, required reading, and a final presentation are required.
KEY TAKEAWAYS:
As a result of the Meta-Metrics workshop, you will be able to:






Understand several approaches to performance measurement, their respective strengths and
weaknesses, and application to strategic planning
Apply a variety of performance measurement models and techniques
Develop dashboards and communicate performance measurement solutions effectively to a
wide range of constituents
Know the basics of good statistical practices in organization measurement
Understand where measurement fits in strategic planning

AUDIENCE: Leaders, managers, internal strategic planners, senior consultants, business analysts –
anyone who needs to design or implement ways to measure organizational performance
LENGTH: 3-5 days
CLASS SIZE: 12-30 students (18 is optimal class size)
TAGS: MANAGING PEOPLE | META-METRICS | PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT | STRATEGIC ALIGNMENT | GOAL-SETTING
©2017 OPG COURSE CATALOG | MANAGING PEOPLE
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HELPING FACULTY MANAGE: A Workshop for Academic
Administrators and Leaders
Educational institutions are unique in how they approach management—
we’ve got the answers for your faculty administrators.

Are you serving as a business manager or an administrator for a unit that is predominantly faculty? This
role is particularly complex as you work to balance the needs of the central administration of your
academic organization with the intellectual demands and professional characteristics of professors.
Come explore how professional identity shapes professorial reactions to management and
administration. In this workshop, we will also articulate
specific steps you can take to help faculty become better
managers, and recognize areas of management that are
unlikely to succeed with faculty.
KEY TAKEAWAYS:
As a result of the Helping Faculty Manage workshop, you will:





Learn tools to help you balance institutional vs.
individual needs within your role
Explore different types of professional identities and their strengths and consequences in the
workplace
Discuss specific steps to “manage up” to your faculty that will empower them to become better
at articulating their needs
Review tools for effective conflict resolution

AUDIENCE: Faculty administrators and leaders
“I REALLY ENJOYED THE TEAM-BUILDING
ASPECT AND THE SUGGESTIONS FROM
STAFF TO MAKE THINGS BETTER – I

What are some causes of conflict in an academic
environment?





LEARNED HOW TO COMMUNICATE WITH
OTHERS AND HOW TO LISTEN BETTER.”

OPG Client, Yale Faculty Research
Management Services

Lack of communication and understanding
Perception of how big the conflict is
Unique nature of work intertwined
Not valuing contributions to the “whole” plan
TAGS: MANAGING PEOPLE | HELPING FACULTY MANAGE | ADMINISTRATORS | MANAGING UP
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DELEGATION: Let Go to Get More Done
What do you need to know when you’ve deciding what, when, how, and to
whom you will delegate? We’ve got your answers.
Delegation can help leaders and managers get more done because it puts the responsibility for nonleadership tasks on other qualified employees so that leaders and managers can focus on strategic
thinking and the tasks necessary to improve the organization. Delegation is appropriate when someone
else has the expertise for the task, when it’s a development opportunity for someone, when it’s a
recurring task, and in several other scenarios discussed in this workshop.
In this workshop, we explore eleven steps to employ when delegating
any task. The first three are:
1. Articulating the outcome
2. Identifying constraints or boundaries
3. Including the designee in the conversation about the work
We also discuss the four components of delegation – level of authority,
deadline, checkpoints, and debriefings, and all of the issues that go into deciding when delegation is the
appropriate decision for the task.
KEY TAKEAWAYS:
As a result of the Delegation workshop, you
will be able to:



“THE DELEGATION EXERCISE, AFFINITY DIAGRAM, RACI
DOCUMENT, AND SEVEN EXECUTIVE QUESTIONS WERE
INSIGHTFUL AND BENEFICIAL TO ME.”

OPG Client, BankNewport
Identify when, how, and to whom to
delegate any organizational task
Break down the components of delegation and decide the appropriate response for a given
situation (recommend, inform and initiate, act)

AUDIENCE: High and mid-level managers and leaders

When you delegate, you have to define the level of authority you want a particular person to have.
Levels of authority include:



Inform and initiate – The person will inform you before they take action
Recommend – Ask the person for a recommendation on a course of action
TAGS: MANAGING PEOPLE | DELEGATION | MOTIVATION | STAFF DEVELOPMENT
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CONDUCTING PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS &
GOAL-SETTING
In an environment with a positive approach to performance and
development, what might you notice?

In this workshop, we explore best practices for conducting performance evaluations and setting
personal and organizational goals. Performance evaluations are one element of performance
management that are designed to improve communication between supervisors and staff and to
facilitate the development of clear expectations and
performance standards. Goal-setting should be conducted
at both an individual and organizational level with the
“IT WAS GREAT TO ESTABLISH ONE OF OUR
organization’s mission and strategy in mind – every
GOALS – TO INCLUDE THE VOICES, VIEWS,
individual’s performance expectations should align with
AND PERSPECTIVES OF THE DIVERSE
organizational objectives.
ELEMENTS OF STAFF & COMMUNITY IN
OUR DECISION-MAKING – IN THIS
KEY TAKEAWAYS:
WORKSHOP.”
As a result the Conducting Performance Evaluations &
Goal-Setting workshop, you will:







OPG Client, Community Foundation for
Greater New Haven

Understand how giving feedback can improve performance
Practice giving constructive and positive feedback
Review how to prepare for and conduct an effective performance discussion
Learn the basics of performance management
Understand the benefits of goal-setting and feedback in improving performance
Learn how to write SMART goals
AUDIENCE: All levels (goal-setting); leaders, managers
(performance evaluations) – overlap for both
LENGTH: 3-5 days
CLASS SIZE: 12-30 students (18 is optimal class size)
Do you know the five types of goals? See below for a description of
one type:


INNOVATION – implementation of new products/services

TAGS: MANAGING PEOPLE | CONDUCTING PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS & GOAL-SETTING | PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT
©2017 OPG COURSE CATALOG | MANAGING PEOPLE
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SUCCESSION PLANNING & RETENTION
Normally, the issue in succession planning is who among the next
generation is best prepared and equipped to take over the reins. But the
leader must also ask: How do I know when it’s time to go?
In this workshop, we explore succession planning and retention strategies that ensure each role within
your organization is well-staffed. This workshop will help you improve your succession planning process
so that you recruit superior employees, develop their knowledge, skills, and
abilities, and prepare them for advancement or promotion into ever more
WHAT DO THE
challenging roles. You will also calculate the vacancy risk for a position.
NUMBERS TELL US?
The investment you make in time, attention, and development of your
ROUGHLY 10,000
employees will improve employee retention which, in turn, will help you
BABY BOOMERS WILL
achieve your organization’s long-term goals. This workshop is designed to
TURN
65 TODAY, AND
equip you with the necessary tools to help you better plan for your employees’
ABOUT 10,000 MORE
futures and, ultimately, the future of your organization.
KEY TAKEAWAYS:

WILL CROSS THAT
THRESHOLD EVERY DAY

As a result of the Succession Planning & Retention workshop, you will:







FOR THE NEXT 19
YEARS.

Learn how to use succession planning to recruit superior employees, develop their skills, prepare
them for advancement, and retain them
Identify your organization’s long-term goals for use in succession planning and retention
Discuss and develop the future competencies needed by your organization
Map career paths and timing for your staff
Perform a gap analysis of your current staff’s competencies
Explore the employment trends in your area to know the roles you will have a difficult time filling
externally

AUDIENCE: High-level leaders and managers

What types of calculations should your organization perform to ensure successful succession planning?
 Bench strength
 Attrition factor
 Vacancy risk

TAGS: MANAGING PEOPLE | SUCCESSION PLANNING | RETENTION | EMPLOYEE RECRUITMENT
©2017 OPG COURSE CATALOG | MANAGING PEOPLE
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BETTER STRATEGIES. BETTER LEADERS. BETTER ORGANIZATIONS.

FOSTERING CULTURE
Culture is defined as the shared behavioral norms and mental models
about how an organization and its constituents should and do behave.
Proactive and engaged leaders of both large and small organizations are
interested in how their organizations can do better. The definition of
“better” might vary from one organization to another, but those
achievements universally rely on the high performance of human beings
engaged in the organization’s life. The culture and climate in which those
people operate, and which they and the organization create daily,
dramatically impact the organization’s ability to achieve its maximum
potential.
These courses are designed to help your organization establish its best
culture in which all employees can operate at their highest performance
level.

©2017 OPG COURSE CATALOG | FOSTERING CULTURE
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ORGANIZATIONAL CITIZENSHIPTM
Do you know the seven behaviors that go above and beyond the expected?

Most leaders and managers can quickly identify the best “organizational citizens” in their staff – the staff
who understand the organization’s underlying dynamics and who put the organization and others first.
Leaders often struggle to articulate the individual
behaviors that these stellar organizational citizens
display, which makes it hard to hire and train for these
behaviors. In this workshop, we discover the nuances of
organizational citizenship behaviors including:




Helping behaviors such as altruism
Sportsmanship—a citizen-like posture of tolerating the inevitable inconveniences and
impositions of work without whining and grievances
Organizational Loyalty—identification with and allegiance to organizational leaders and the
organization as a whole

We then create ways to hire and train staff for these very
behaviors, exploring questions such as:




“WHAT WAS MOST HELPFUL TO ME IN
THE WORKSHOP WAS THE STRATEGIC
THINKING ABOUT THE WHOLE

What are signs of good organizational citizenship on a
ORGANIZATION; CONCRETE EXAMPLES,
resume?
SEEING WHAT OTHERS THINK.”
What interview questions elicit evidence of good
OPG Client, Trinity Wall Street
citizenship?
How can you evaluate performance to measure citizenship, and how can you reward it?

KEY TAKEAWAYS:
In our Organizational CitizenshipTM workshop, you will:




Explore the seven types of Organizational CitizenshipTM Behaviors (OCBs) and determine the
positive impact they could have on your organization
Rate your organization against these seven OCBs and discover areas of strength and areas for
improvement
Learn how to use Organizational CitizenshipTM to enhance your organization’s ability to attract
and retain the best people by making it a more attractive place to work

AUDIENCE: High and mid-level managers and leaders; HR professionals: can be customized for all staff
TAGS: FOSTERING CULTURE | ORGANIZATIONAL CITIZENSHIP | OCB | STAFF RETENTION
Link to 7 Types of OCBs Worksheet
Link to video
©2017 OPG COURSE CATALOG | FOSTERING CULTURE
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ORGANIZATIONAL HEALTH: How Are Your
Organization’s Vital Signs?
Leading well improves your organization’s health – in this workshop we
show you how.

In this workshop, we discuss the importance of content and
process in leadership and the nineteen signs of health –
including timeliness of decision-making, productivity, and
information flow – with a “pulse check” for your particular
organization. We will show you the best ways to lead using our
four leadership competencies and their implications within
your organization. We will also explore the leadership tools
that lead to overall organizational health and how you can
implement them using your own background and strengths.
The goal of this workshop is to provide you with actionable
tools and a commitment to organizational health that will lead
to active next steps as you lead your institution.

Managing
Well

SelfAwareness

Vision

Visibility

KEY TAKEAWAYS:
As a result of the Organizational Health workshop, you will:






“THE PROSPECT OF HAVING AN
Analyze the nineteen signs of organizational health in
ORGANIZATIONAL PLAN THAT I CAN
your specific institution – including accountability,
SEE MY WORK IN AND THE IMPACT I
information flow, leadership’s energy, dealing with
CAN BE A PART OF – SO GREAT TO
failure, and morale
HAVE A SUBSTANTIVE GOAL TO
Learn the four leadership competency clusters that
WORK TO ACHIEVE.”
OPG
Client,
Community
Foundation
sustain organization health – with a particular focus on
for
Greater
New Haven
visibility
Discover how the four leadership competencies apply to Abundance Leadership
Develop next steps and tools for establishing better organizational health for your company

AUDIENCE: Leaders and high and mid-level managers

TAGS: FOSTERING CULTURE | ORGANIZATIONAL HEALTH | ABUNDANCE LEADERSHIP | VISIBILITY | VISION | SELF-AWARENESS
Link to Organizational Health Assessment
Link to video
©2017 OPG COURSE CATALOG | FOSTERING CULTURE
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TEAM BUILDING: GETTING TO “WOW”
Teamwork is the ability to work as a group toward a common vision, even
if that vision becomes extremely blurry.

Does your team seem stuck? Or is it brand new? Has it recently accomplished a big task and doesn’t
have the same vim and vigor as before? Or has your team not quite gelled? Teams go through
predictable phases—astute managers can recognize those phases and help the team move through each
phase at the appropriate speed and moment.
This workshop provides you with insights on team functioning
that are then translated into methods, processes, and
behaviors you can use with teams in your current and future
role as a leader. We explore the seven phases of team
development – using cases and other exercises to explore the
early, mid-point, and performing phases of a team.
KEY TAKEAWAYS:

“I BELIEVE THE PRACTICAL PUZZLES
AND PROBLEMS HELPED US IDENTIFY
OUR WEAKNESSES AND AREAS WE
NEED TO DEVELOP. WE LEARNED HOW
WE CAN WORK BETTER AS A TEAM.”

OPG Client, Texas A&M

As a result of the Team Building workshop, you will:







Learn the seven phases of team development and contrast it to the four-phase model
Identify where your team is developmentally, and where each team member is as well
Discover how teams are organic, dynamic entities with predictable stages
Explore how you can manage for each stage
Increase your understanding of teams, team issues, and team characteristics to develop
successful teams
Create specific action steps for moving your team to the next phase
VROOM’S MODEL

AUDIENCE: Leaders and managers of teams

“Contemporary organizations increasingly put managers in roles that require working in groups, teams, and
networks. In these roles, frameworks for analyzing groups, their structures, and their problems are essential to the
effectiveness of team leaders and members. Managers must create an atmosphere in which their team can make
high-quality decisions, produce creative or innovative solutions to problems, and complete their projects in a
timely, efficient, and productive fashion. Moreover, teams must do all of this in a way that develops and enhances
the capabilities of the team and its members for future assignments.” - Vic Vroom, Professor Emeritus, Yale School
of Management
TAGS: FOSTERING CULTURE | TEAM BUILDING | ORGANIZATIONAL DEVELOPMENT | LEADERSHIP
Link to video

©2017 OPG COURSE CATALOG | FOSTERING CULTURE
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CREATING CROSS-CULTURALLY COMPETENT
ORGANIZATIONS
Organizations that can attract and utilize expertise from people with a
wide range of backgrounds are more successful.

In this workshop, we discuss the best ways for your organization to address issues related to diversity
and how to embed cross-cultural competence in your organization. This workshop is a combination of
conceptual models and application so that you leave with plans to apply
back at work.
We will begin by developing a shared vocabulary and rationale for diversity
work. We will use ourselves and our identities as starting points because
an underlying assumption of most diversity work is that the leader
understands his or her own “diversity identity” before he or she can
influence diversity awareness in an organization.
We then move into discussions about power and stereotyping. We will
explore topics ranging from, “Is it polite to ask someone about his or her
race or ethnic background?” to “What policies do I need to change in my organization to help advance
people of color?” In the final phase of the workshop, we will work together to develop a plan for your
organization to increase its cross-cultural competence based on a model that OPG uses with its diversity
clients.

KEY TAKEAWAYS:
As a result of the Creating Cross-Culturally Competent
Organizations, you will:





“BECAUSE OF THIS WORKSHOP I NEED TO CROSSCHECK OUR NEW WORKPLACE CULTURE (VALUES)
AND RESTATE, ENLIVEN, AND BRING BACK TO LIFE
OUR MISSION STATEMENT.”

OPG Client, Napa Leadership Symposium
Establish a shared vocabulary and rationale for
diversity work
Discuss your own “diversity identity” with other workshop participants
Review topics about power and stereotyping
Create a plan for your organization to increase its cross-cultural competence

AUDIENCE: All levels
LENGTH: Minimum 2 days
TAGS: FOSTERING CULTURE | CREATING CROSS-CULTURALLY COMPETENT ORGANIZATIONS ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE |
DIVERSITY | INCLUSION | EDI | ORGANIZATIONAL COMPETENCE
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MASTERING GROUP FACILITATION
Have you ever thought, “Why isn’t anyone in this group making a
decision?”

Groups often struggle to function efficiently and effectively, working in the best interest of the whole
while honoring the input of the experts in the group. Group dynamics – the interplay of personalities,
identities, power, and other often “hidden” factors – affect the group’s ability to work well. Structure
also plays a significant role in how well a group works. Structuring group meetings and ways of working
together can be the difference between full effective attendance and participation in a group versus
lackluster commitment.
In this course, we explore the key factors in group dynamics
and how to recognize and manage them. We then look at ten
guidelines for healthy group structure and practice the skills
of a master facilitator. We also work on effective ways to
design meetings, facilitate retreats, and train large groups.
KEY TAKEAWAYS:

“NOW I AM MORE CONFIDENT TO
FACILITATE AND CAN APPLY THESE TIPS IN
A SYSTEMATIC APPROACH IN DIFFERENT
WAYS SUCH AS PRESENTATIONS AND
INTERNAL MEETINGS.”
OPG Client, Lemann Foundation

As a result of the Mastering Group Facilitation workshop, you will learn how to:






Run an effective group session of any size or length
Collect data and use several analysis tools for understanding group dynamics
Establish your role as a facilitator
Design a meeting or session that you will lead
Analyze cases and readings about facilitation

AUDIENCE: All levels
LENGTH: 3 days
CLASS SIZE: Up to 25 participants

TAGS: FOSTERING CULTURE | MASTERING GROUP FACILITATION | FACILITATION | MEETING MANAGEMENT | EFFICIENCY
| STAFF DEVELOPMENT
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BETTER STRATEGIES. BETTER LEADERS. BETTER ORGANIZATIONS.

LEADING ORGANIZATIONS
Leading an organization is an ongoing practice, requiring self-analysis and
careful observation of one’s surroundings. Leading involves a delicate
balance of control and letting go.
We see examples of great leaders all over the world; what makes these
people effective?
Through these workshops, we explore the tenets of great leadership and
how to establish leadership practices that translate into an organization’s
high performance.
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ABUNDANCE LEADERSHIP IMMERSION PROGRAMTM
Abundance Leadership is a journey to achieve maximum leadership impact
and organizational performance.
In today's business environment, it's not enough to possess business knowledge. There are specific key
characteristics of the best leaders, outside of business knowledge, that drive optimal performance. The
Abundance Leadership approach uses OPG’s breakthrough research on leadership characteristics to
guide top-level decision-makers in understanding the link
between their specific leadership behaviors and improved
business results.
Join a select group of leaders amidst the natural beauty of
Warren, Vermont to explore your leadership style and learn
how to maximize individual and organizational performance.
The Immersion Program is an intensive 4-day program for
leaders in or near the “C-Suite.”
KEY TAKEAWAYS:
In the Abundance Leadership Immersion Program, you will:









“AFTER THIS PROGRAM, I WILL WORK ON

Utilize your Myers-Briggs Type Indicator to develop
BEING MORE VISIBLE AND A BETTER
your skillset within the four leadership competency
LISTENER. OVERALL, I WILL THINK ABOUT
framework
MY ROLE DIFFERENTLY. I NEED TO FOCUS
ON PEOPLE, COACHING, AND INFORMING.”
Understand your 360 data to explore your leadership
OPG Client, 2016 Abundance Leadership
style
Immersion Program
Receive individual leadership coaching sessions
Learn the four abundance leadership competency clusters – self-awareness, vision, visibility, and
managing well – to enhance your leadership capabilities
Participate in daily reviews and insight interviews
Link theory to real-life exercises that provide an opportunity to link the research to action
Apply individual leadership solutions to enact productive change in your own personal
environments

AUDIENCE: C-Suite leaders
LENGTH: 4 days
http://www.organizationalperformancegroup.com/content/abundance-leadership
TAGS: LEADING ORGANIZATIONS | ABUNDANCE LEADERSHIP | DECISION-MAKING | LEADERSHIP COMPETENCIES | MBTI |
360 REVIEW
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ABUNDANCE LEADERSHIP & ORGANIZATIONAL HEALTH
Does your leadership style support your organization’s health?
Abundance leaders are supportive in surmounting obstacles, building commitment and enthusiasm
company-wide, and seeing the possibilities in all situations. These characteristics have been found to
significantly correlate with organizational “health” – a key
factor in business success.
In this workshop, we share an overview of findings about
leaders who work from a scarcity mental model versus those
who work from an abundance mental model. Scarcity leaders
see the world as an inherently difficult place without enough
resources. They tend to hoard information and power.
Abundance leaders see the possibilities in all situations, share power, share credits, and work from an
optimistic standpoint. Which is your stance and how does it impact your staff? In addition to your selfdiagnoses, we’ll talk about the pros and cons of each stance, and look at ways to use the better aspects
of each mental model to lead staff.
This workshop combines the key learnings of our Organizational Health workshop with Abundance
Leadership – the goal is that through this workshop you will begin to develop the Abundance Leadership
skills and tools as well as a commitment to organizational health that will result in more effective
leadership of your institution.
KEY TAKEAWAYS:
In the Abundance Leadership & Organizational Health workshop, you will:







Explore how the Abundance Leadership model can help the leaders in your organization
Learn about the feedback method used to collect information in this model
Apply the nineteen signs of organizational health to your specific institution – including
responsibility, accountability, information flow, leadership’s energy, dealing with failure, and
morale
Learn the four leadership competency clusters that sustain organization health, with a particular
focus on visibility
Discover how the four leadership competencies apply to Abundance Leadership
Develop next steps and tools for establishing better organizational health for your company

AUDIENCE: High and mid-level managers and leaders
LENGTH: 1 day
CLASS SIZE: Up to 25 participants
TAGS: LEADING ORGANIZATIONS | ABUNDANCE/SCARCITY LEADERSHIP | ORGANIZATIONAL HEALTH
LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT | ORGANIZATIONAL DIRECTION
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PARADOXES OF LEADERSHIP: Embracing the
Contradictions
How do we bring our whole self to leading so we can live in the paradoxes
of running an organization?

“WISH IT WAS LONGER! IT WAS
INTERESTING TO HEAR ABOUT HOW TO
TAKE CONTROL OF MY SITUATIONS
AND USEFUL TO KNOW HOW TO
DELEGATE WITHOUT LOOKING LIKE A
LESS EFFECTIVE LEADER.”

OPG Client, Yale QISS

A paradox is holding seemingly opposite states or conditions at
the same time. In this workshop, we explore the paradoxes
that hierarchy creates, such as being mindful of the
organization’s future goals while maintaining control of day-today operations. Leading and managing are full of paradoxes
that we rush to resolve, but the “answer is the enemy.” The
more we try to control, the less successful we are; the more we
do for others, the less capable they are.

In this workshop, we use Peter Block’s four engagement questions to addressing engagement and
stewardship. Questioning our behaviors offers insights and tools into how we can lead with our whole
selves. This type of leadership allows us to live in the ambiguities and paradoxes of running an
organization.
KEY TAKEAWAYS:
In the Paradoxes of Leadership workshop, you will learn:






The eight principles of stewardship leading to
staff self-direction, which include sharing
knowledge and information and ensuring that
service is everything
How to engage in the paradoxes of leadership
through Peter Block’s four engagement
questions:
o How much initiative will you take?
o How much risk will you take?
o How much responsibility will you take?
o How much will you get out of this
session?
Ways to release control to empower staff

AUDIENCE: All leaders
TAGS: LEADING ORGANIZATIONS | PARADOXES OF LEADERSHIP | STEWARDSHIP | ENGAGEMENT | STAFF EMPOWERMENT
Link to 8 Principles of Stewardship
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SITUATIONAL LEADERSHIP AND DECISION-MAKING
Leadership is the process of motivating or energizing others to work
together collaboratively to accomplish great things.
In simple terms, a situational leader is one who can adopt different leadership styles depending on the
situation. Research shows that there are four concepts that powerful situational leaders understand
and utilize:





Taxonomy of Leadership Styles
Effectiveness Criteria
Situational Factors
Time- and Development-Driven Models

In this workshop, you will explore your leadership style based
on your intended actions through a set of cases. These cases
are chosen carefully, as part of a normative model of leadership styles developed by Professor Victor
Vroom and his associates at Yale University, to reveal how you vary your choices over different kinds of
challenges faced by leaders. This set of cases (or a comparable set) has been given to over 200,000
managers working in different organizations and in different parts of the globe.
Vroom’s models of leadership have been featured in management books for over 35 years. During that
period of time, they have evolved based on research conducted in several different countries. This
workshop connects Vroom’s model, the cases used, and a discussion of the four situational leadership
quadrants to help you determine the best ways to use your leadership style to increase the
development level of your staff, as defined by competence, commitment, confidence, and motivation to
perform a particular task without supervision.
KEY TAKEAWAYS:
As a result of the Situational Leadership workshop, you will:






Learn how to apply the four key concepts to the eleven situational factors
Learn different ways of using groups to make decisions, depending on your objectives and
context
Receive a detailed analysis of your decision-making style and suggestions for expanding your
repertoire of styles (available to participants in the long version of the workshop)
Practice managing in different ways
Apply your learning to a situation you are confronting now

AUDIENCE: High and mid-level leaders and managers

TAGS: LEADING ORGANIZATIONS | SITUATIONAL LEADERSHIP | DECISION-MAKING | VROOM
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HOW ORGANIZATIONS WORK
Every organizational structure has its strengths and weaknesses – there is
no “right” answer – but there can be a better answer, a better structure
for your strategy and stage of development.
In this workshop, we explore organizational design and systems. Organizational design shapes the
overall look and feel of an organization, including both the formal and informal ways in which things get
done – what we describe as “organizational architecture.” Organizational architecture is composed of
structure, capacity, and performance, and strategic organization design fills in the specific features of
how work is organized and coordinated. In this workshop, you will learn to use organizational design as a
management tool in order to improve the efficiency of your organization’s systems.
KEY TAKEAWAYS:
As a result of the How Organizations Work workshop, you will learn:








The basics of systems mapping, its
application to an in-class case, and its
application to a real problem you are
confronting
Methods for developing organization
structure – ways that will minimize dual
reporting, ensure information flow, and
create clarity
The five interrelated components of
effective organization design
The characteristics of healthy
organizations
The Congruence Model of Organizational
Behavior and its application to your
organization’s systems

AUDIENCE: All levels

An optimal organizational structure balances differentiation (through
grouping) with integration (through linking).
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How Organizations Work
The fundamentals of systems thinking
include: defining and understanding the
systems perspective about any situation
or problem, solving problems with that
perspective, describing and modeling a
problem, and designing and improving
system solutions.

Environment

Organization

Group

Individual

TAGS: LEADING ORGANIZATIONS | HOW ORGANIZATIONS WORK | ORGANIZATION DESIGN | SYSTEMS MAPPING |
ORGANIZATIONAL SYSTEMS | SYSTEMS THINKING | ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
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LEADING CHANGE: Transforming Fear to Joy
“A change can work only if the people affected by it can get through the
transition it causes successfully.” – William Bridges

In this workshop, we explore how to manage change and transition successfully. We use change
management models to analyze your organization’s current state which helps us develop goals to ensure
your change management process is mirroring the desired change of your organization. This workshop is
designed to create effective change agents out of every participant by providing key insights into the
phases of human reactions to change and transition and its overall impact. Most change models have
the same underlying pattern: current state, transition state, future state – let us help you navigate each
state in the most efficient way for your organization.
KEY TAKEAWAYS:
As a result of our Leading Change workshop, you will:










“OPG AND LAURA FREEBAIRN-SMITH WERE
Understand the predictable phases of human
ABSOLUTELY INSTRUMENTAL IN MAKING OUR DAYreactions to transition
LONG CHANGE MANAGEMENT WORKSHOP AN
Identify the impact that organizational change
ORGANIZATION
-WIDE SUCCESS, WITH ONGOING
initiatives have upon yourselves and others
IMPACT. HER ACADEMIC KNOWLEDGE, PRACTICAL
Better understand your role and potential
EXPERIENCE, SENSITIVITY, AND ENGAGING, INTERACTIVE
influence as change agents
FACILITATION HAVE POINTED US IN THE DIRECTION WE
Begin to develop strategies to assist your
SHOULD BE MOVING.
organization in managing change and
transition
LAURA HAS GIVEN US TOOLS WE DID NOT HAVE BEFORE
Discover strategies and practical techniques to
TO MOVE A VERY LARGE ORGANIZATION FORWARD IN A
build resilience, regain control, and help
CONSTRUCTIVE DIRECTION, AND WITH REALISTIC
manage the stress inherent during times of
TIMEFRAMES
. THE WORKSHOP FLEW BY! WE HOPE TO
change to help people refocus and increase
WORK WITH HER AGAIN IN THE NEAR FUTURE. SHE IS A
effectiveness
STAR.”
Discuss the ancillary benefits of change
processes – such as improved leadership and
stronger teams
Review five change frameworks – including William Bridges’ transition model and Fisher’s
“process of transition” model

AUDIENCE: High-level managers and leaders; change leaders

TAGS: LEADING ORGANIZATIONS | LEADING CHANGE | ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE | CHANGE MANAGEMENT
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CRACKING THE CODE: Transforming Top Technical
Professionals Into Leaders
What are the tools needed for technical employees to enhance their skills
as new managers?
Many leaders feel the best managers come from those
who are technically the most competent. The best IT
person is promoted to IT manager; the strongest
engineer finds herself leading the design team. Being
promoted to a managerial position from a technical
one is also the goal of many engineers and other
technical experts. A managerial promotion can be
rewarding and provides tremendous validation, but
what happens when individuals who are not trained in
management must learn to navigate its tricky waters?
Companies rarely focus on the management training needs of those making the transition from technical
individual contributor to front-line manager. The company’s risk is high when it does not attend to the
development needs of these new managers – ranging from high turnover, low morale, production
errors, and more. In this workshop, we provide the right training, mentoring, and coaching to empower
technical employees to both enhance their skills and practice the kind of leadership behavior that will
ultimately lead to successful job transitions, increased productivity, and better bottom line results.
KEY TAKEAWAYS:
As a result of the Cracking the Code workshop, you will:




“THE APPROACHABILITY IQ WAS A GREAT
REFLECTIVE TOOL, AS WAS THE ROLEPLAYING. IT’S GOOD TO KNOW THAT AS A
MANAGER, I AM NOT EXPECTED TO KNOW
ALL OF THE TECHNICAL ASPECTS.”

Develop leadership and management tools
necessary to successfully transition into your new
OPG Client, Yale CORE
role
Receive individualized mentoring and coaching
Establish future goals for your new role and an action plan for achieving those goals

AUDIENCE: Technical professionals transitioning into leadership/management roles
LENGTH: 1 day
CLASS SIZE: Up to 25 participants

TAGS: LEADING ORGANIZATIONS | CRACKING THE CODE | TECHNICAL PROFESSIONALS | LEADERSHIP | TRANSITION
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MANAGING MATRIXED ORGANIZATIONS
“The best way to influence the boss in this type of organization is to make
and defend your argument in front of your peers.” – Jay Galbraith

A matrixed organization is one in which the management structure has multiple reporting relationships
– the hierarchy is maintained, but is multiplied. In this workshop, we define and review matrix structures
and their benefits and challenges. For example, while matrixed organizations efficiently use their
resources and are more flexible in periods of change or
uncertainty, they also have multiple areas of accountability,
and sometimes lack clear expectations of their employees.
This workshop will help you navigate this particular type of
management effectively.
KEY TAKEAWAYS:
As a result of our Managing Matrixed Organizations
workshop, you will:


Understand what a matrix structure is, the benefits it offers, and the critical challenges of
working in a matrixed organization
 Develop tools for identifying and engaging your key stakeholders proactively
 Learn how to get input from both the functional and project leader on goal setting, talent and
performance management, role clarity, decision-making, and conflict resolution
 Review key roles in a matrix organization and the skills needed for each
 Discuss challenges faced by you and your
peers in the current matrix structure and
develop actions to address them
“IT WAS HELPFUL TO ME TO LEARN HOW TO
DEVELOP RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN RESEARCH,
AUDIENCE: High-level managers and leaders
FACULTY, AND ADMINISTRATIVE ROLES,
LENGTH: ½ or 1 day
CLASS SIZE: Up to 25 participants

COLLABORATE WITH OTHER FACULTY MEMBERS AND
HEAR THEIR THOUGHTS, PRIORITIZE GOALS AND
TACTICS, AND UNDERSTAND ISSUES THAT ARE
IMPORTANT TO OTHER PEOPLE.”
OPG Client, Yale Radiology and Biomedical Imaging

TAGS: LEADING ORGANIZATIONS | MANAGING MATRIXED ORGANIZATIONS | LEADERSHIP | MATRIX STRUCTURE |
COMMUNICATION
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STRATEGIC PLANNING 101
Where is your organization headed? How are you going to get there?

In this workshop, we explore the key
elements of strategic planning including
SWOT analysis, Porter’s Five Forces, scenario
planning, balanced scorecard, and hypothesis
testing. We dive into the various factors to
consider when designing a strategic planning
process such as the mission of the
organization, the organization’s size, the
maturity and expertise of the Board and staff,
financial and time constraints, data
availability, and the overall organizational
culture.
KEY TAKEAWAYS:
In our Strategic Planning 101 workshop, you will:







Discuss the significance of strategic planning and its application to your leadership and overall
organization
Learn strategic planning terms and specific tools to apply to your organization, including
balanced scorecards and hypothesis testing
Review the phases of organizational growth and which phase most accurately describes your
organization
Determine which type of strategic planning will
“VERY HELPFUL TO PRACTICE TALKING
be most effective for your organization and how
ABOUT “STRATEGIC DESTINATION.” – GOOD
to modify that type based on changing
TO HEAR THE OPINIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
circumstances and future organizational needs
OF MY COLLEAGUES AND EXAMPLES OF
Understand the various factors to consider –
GOOD FACILITATION TECHNIQUES TO USE AT
including time constraints and the availability of
OTHER STAFF MEETINGS.”
data – when completing a strategic planning
OPG Client, Community Foundation for
process
Greater New Haven

AUDIENCE: High and mid-level managers and leaders
LENGTH: 1-3 days
CLASS SIZE: Up to 25 participants

TAGS: LEADING ORGANIZATIONS | STRATEGIC PLANNING 101 | STRATEGY | LEADERSHIP |SWOT | PORTER’S FIVE FORCES
Link to Porter's Five Forces Worksheet
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DESIGNING ORGANIZATIONS FROM SCRATCH
“This workshop is unlike any others because of the size, variety, and
facilitator’s depth of knowledge. The energy in the room was phenomenal
and it was a great opportunity to network and reflect on changes and
improvements to be made.”

This workshop is a discussion among peers in which you will
establish the norms and guiding principles of your institution
as if they were forming for the first time – what structures,
processes, policies, and conceptions would make your new
model possible? What stops you or your organization from
changing the existing structures and norms?
This workshop explores the underlying assumptions about
what motivates people, what constitutes success, what’s
immutable, and what is acceptable behavior in designing an
organization.
We will address the following questions:




What rules would you make?
How would you structure relationships?
How would you recruit people?

KEY TAKEAWAYS:

“IN THIS WORKSHOP I DID A LOT
OF THINKING ABOUT NOT ONLY
WHAT NEEDS TO BE DONE, BUT
HOW TO DO IT WITHOUT
SHOOTING MYSELF IN THE FOOT.”

OPG Client

In our Designing Organizations from Scratch workshop, you will:




Learn the evolution of organizational structure from hunter-gather society to Deming’s Theory Z
Discuss the different types of norms within your organization – implicit, explicit, pivotal,
peripheral – and how they affect your day-to-day operations
Develop up to ten guiding principles for your organization and the structures, policies, and
processes that follow those principles

AUDIENCE: All levels
LENGTH: 1 day
CLASS SIZE: Up to 25 participants
TAGS: LEADING ORGANIZATONS | DESIGNING ORGANIZATIONS FROM SCRATCH | MISSION | VISION | STRATEGIC
ALIGNMENT | NORMS | GUIDING PRINCIPLES
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ORGANIZATIONAL PERFORMANCE GROUP

APPENDIX
OPG CORE PRODUCTS & SERVICES
• STRATEGIC PLANNING: Where should we be heading?
• COACHING: Can I get better at this?
• MANAGEMENT AND LEADERSHIP TRAINING: Is there a better way to do this?

• ANALYTICS AND DIAGNOSTICS: What does the data say?
• TEAM BUILDING, RETREATS, AND GROUP FACILITATION: How can we work
together better? How can we make this decision together?
• HUMAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT: How can my HR department increase its
strategic contribution?
• ABUNDANCE LEADERSHIP: Does my leadership style improve my organization’s
effectiveness?
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ORGANIZATIONAL PERFORMANCE GROUP

WORKSHOP DETAILS
Workshop Title
Abundance Leadership Immersion ProgramTM

Audience
Mid and upper-level leaders

Length
4 days

Abundance Leadership & Organizational
Health

Mid-level managers and staff

1-3 days*

Conducting Performance Evaluations & GoalSetting

Mid-level managers and staff

1-3 days*

Mid-level managers and staff

1-3 days*

Mid-level managers and staff

1-3 days*

Mid-level managers and staff

1-3 days*

Mid-level managers and staff

1-3 days*

All levels

1 day

Mid-level managers and staff

1-3 days*

Mid-level managers and staff

1-3 days*

Mid-level managers and staff

1-3 days*

Mid-level managers and staff

1-3 days*

All levels

1-3 days*

Low to mid-level managers

1 day

Mid-level managers and staff

1-3 days*

Mid-level managers and staff

1-3 days*

Low to mid-level managers

1-3 days*

Mid-level managers

1-2 days

(Up to 16 participants)

Cracking The Code
Creating Cross-Culturally Competent
Organizations
Delegation
Designing Organizations from Scratch
Difficult Conversations^^
Emotional Intelligence
Emotional Resilience
Facilitating Teleconferences
Helping Faculty Manage
High-Impact Communication
Holding Yourself and Others Accountable^^
How Organizations Work
Leading Change
Manager’s Boot Camp^^
Managing for Greater Impact^^
©2017 OPG COURSE CATALOG | APPENDIX
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ORGANIZATIONAL PERFORMANCE GROUP

Managing Matrixed Organizations
Managing Up^^
Managing Your Outlook Calendar
Mastering Group Facilitation
Meta-Metrics
Mission-Driven InterviewingTM
(Up to 20 participants)

Organizational CitizenshipTM
Organizational Health
Paradoxes of Leadership
Personal Identity and Stereotyping
Running Effective Meetings
Situational Leadership and Decision-Making
Strategic Planning 101
Strategic Thinking
Succession Planning & Retention
Team Building: Getting to “Wow”
Time Management
Understanding Your Myers-Briggs Type
Indicator

Mid-level managers and staff

1-3 days*

Low to upper-level managers and staff

½ day to 1 day

Mid-level managers and staff

1-3 days*

Mid-level managers and staff

1-3 days*

Mid-level managers and staff

1-3 days*

All levels with interviewing and candidate
selection responsibilities

1-3 days

Mid-level managers and staff

1-3 days*

Mid-level managers and staff

1-3 days*

Mid-level managers and staff

1-3 days*

Mid-level managers and staff

1-3 days*

All levels

½ day

Mid-level managers and staff

1-3 days*

Mid-level managers and staff

1-3 days*

Mid-level managers and staff

1-3 days*

Mid-level managers and staff

1-3 days*

Mid-level managers and staff

1-3 days*

All levels

1 day

Mid-level managers and staff

1-3 days*

*Indicates a workshop that can be customized to fit the timing needs of your organization – timing listed here is
recommended for each course
[Workshop title]^^ Indicates workshops that have stand-alone modules that can be used separately. For a
complete list of workshop modules, see the table below.
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ORGANIZATIONAL PERFORMANCE GROUP

WORKSHOP MODULES
Workshop Title
Difficult Conversations

Holding Yourself and Others Accountable

Manager’s Boot Camp

Managing for Greater Impact

























Managing Up
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Module
When to engage in a difficult conversation
Taking a learning stance in the discussion
Addressing feelings in the moment
Communication tips
Several role play opportunities
How culture impacts accountability
Control and influence, how both impact accountability
Setting and aligning clear expectations
Positive confrontation
Several role play opportunities
Management/leadership simulation
Thinking like a manager
Department culture
Communication skills
Coaching vs. Counseling
Situational Leadership
Multiple role play opportunities
Paradigms and unconscious behaviors – how they influence
a leader’s effectiveness
Intent vs. Impact
Communication techniques to reduce defensive responses
How to probe responses you get to your requests or
questions
Judging vs. Learning mindsets
Using questions as a leadership technique – to develop
people and build engagement and commitment
Asking for feedback
Assumptions and their impact
Fair vs. Equal
Holding people accountable in a positive way
Multiple role play opportunities
Getting engaged in managing up
Building self-confidence to manage up
Assumptions and the role they play in managing up
Intent, alignment, and empathy
Communication techniques
Effective managing up mindsets
How to respond to requests
Being a team member and team building
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ORGANIZATIONAL PERFORMANCE GROUP

PRICING
Workshops
Description

Fee

1 – 2 Hours
Up to 25 participants, additional participants can be added for $20/person.

$2,500*

½ Day
Up to 25 participants, additional participants can be added for $75/person.

$4,500*

Full Day
Up to 25 participants, additional participants can be added for $125/person.

$7,000*

Multi-Day
Multi-day workshops typically need significant customization and price varies.

Price varies

Customization Fees
Price depends on OPG’s existing material and the length of the workshop.

Price varies

*All pricing is subject to change.

OPG offers discounted pricing for the following:

•
•
•







Non-profit organizations
Organizations who have previously worked with OPG
Organizations with long-term contracts or extended periods of engagement with OPG

All contracts and invoices must include an administrative fee equal to 3% of the total coaching and consulting fees.
For-profit clients in CT must be charged sales tax on all services and products.
Consulting fees below the above daily rates may be arranged on an individual bases. In such cases, client invoices should
reflect the above rates and then show the discount that the client is receiving.
Coaching is billed on a 6 hour day; consulting is billed on a 7 hour day.
If fees are discounted for a client, invoice full fee and discount pack to agreed upon price.
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ORGANIZATIONAL PERFORMANCE GROUP

BIOS
Laura Freebairn-Smith
Principal
Laura Freebairn-Smith has been a consultant for such distinguished companies
as the New York Times and People’s Bank. Her specialty is assisting leaders in
realizing the full potential of their organizations through humanistic and
analytical practices, while offering guidance in the redesign of infrastructure,
the creation of strategic plans, and with organizational development.
Laura currently teaches leadership at Yale’s Drama School, and diversity and
team building in the Executive MBA program at Yale’s School of Management. Prior to that, she served
as Director of Yale’s Organizational Development and Learning Center, which she helped create. Her
work and career have three major foci:




Leading the creation of organizational cultures
Teaching and research on organizational development topics
Consulting on organizational development issues with a special emphasis on strategic planning
and organizational redesign

Laura’s credentials include a BA from UC Berkeley (Philosophy and Political Science) and an MBA from
the Yale School of Management. She holds a doctorate in Organizational Systems from Saybrook
University and has published articles and chapters on organizational development topics, most recently
on the issue of stereotyping in the workplace.
Prior to joining Yale, Laura founded Good Work Associates, a consulting firm providing strategic planning
and organizational development services. Before that, she served as Managing Director for the Gesell
Institute of Human Development, as Chief Operating Officer for Jobs for the Future, and as Education
Coordinator for the International Rescue Committee on the Thai/Cambodian border.
In addition to her tenure at Yale, Laura has taught at University of New Haven, Georgetown, and Central
CT State University. She recently served on the Town of Hamden Charter Revision Committee and has
served on numerous other boards in the past. Laura has received several leadership awards. For
recreation, Laura enjoys running, writing, poetry, and gardening.
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Anthony Panos
Principal
Anthony Panos specializes in executive and team coaching and training. Tony
teaches, consults, and facilitates group meetings to improve organizational
culture and streamline operations.
He has worked in both U.S. and international companies such as Foster Wheeler
UK, Inttra, PRNewswire, and other multinational organizations as both instructor
and coach. Tony also works with several education institutions including Penn
State, Weill Cornell Medical College, and Yale University. Tony helps transform these institutions
through his teaching and coaching. Tony has coached 100s of physicians, corporate managers, and
executives.
Tony brings a wealth of business management and training experience to his workshops, facilitation, and
coaching. He spent over 10 years at Burger King Corporation in multiple positions including Director of
Training for New England and Franchise District Manager, responsible for the franchise operations for
the State of New Jersey. In all of these positions he had direct operational and bottom line responsibility.
Tony left Burger King to design and run training programs in England and Europe for Synergetics. Most
recently, Tony served as the Statewide Director of Management Programs in the Extension Division of
the School of Industrial and Labor Relations at Cornell University. In this role, he directed and taught in
the Management Program, which served over 10,000 staff and executives each year from over 1,000
organizations. The Management Program had six programmatic areas:







Management Development
Human Resources
Labor Relations
Equal Employment Opportunity Studies
Legal Programs
Diversity

Tony’s management consulting, hands-on experience, and strong training background have helped
hundreds of clients create more effective and profitable organizations. He holds an MBA and BS from
Adelphi University. Tony, who is fluent in Greek, enjoys off-road biking and skiing.
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Ross Tartell, Ph. D.
Senior Associate
Ross Tartell, Ph.D., Senior Associate, specializes in learning and development,
executive coaching, and change management. Prior to joining OPG, Ross was
Principal at Ross Tartell, Ph.D. Consulting LLC. Prior to opening his consulting
practice, Ross was North American Learning Leader for GE Capital Real Estate
where he had responsibility for Learning, Development, and Communication.
Ross also spent 18 years at Pfizer Inc. where he held positions of increasing
responsibility as a member of Corporate Human Resources and the Global
Pharmaceutical Group. Positions included Regional Learning Leader for North
America, Director Team Leader for Instructional Design for the U.S. Pharmaceuticals Sales Force, and
Director Team Leader for Leadership Development.
Earlier in his career, Ross held positions at Ciba-Geigy, International Playtex and Learning International.
Ross has served as an Adjunct Associate Professor of Psychology and Education at Columbia University
since 1996. He has published articles in the Journal of Experimental Social Psychology, Organizational
Dynamics, The OD Practitioner, Psychological Reports, Training and Development Journal, and Training
Magazine. Ross continues to serve as a member of the editorial boards for Training Magazine and The
OD Practitioner. In addition, he has made numerous presentations on topics such as Leadership, Training
Evaluation, Employee Engagement, and Retention. Ross currently serves as president of the Southern
Connecticut Chapter of the Association of Talent Development (ATD - formerly ASTD).
He received his B.A. in Social Science from Hofstra University, and his M.B.A in Management and his
Ph.D. in Social Psychology from Columbia University.
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Brett Rayford
Senior Associate
Brett Rayford, is a licensed Psychologist with 20 years of experience in
leadership roles in the fields of mental health services and juvenile justice
services.
For the past eleven years, Brett has held a leadership role at the Connecticut
Department of Children and Families, from Bureau Chief of Adolescent and Transitional Services to
Acting Superintendent of the Connecticut Juvenile Training School. Currently, he serves as the Director
of Adolescent and Juvenile Justice Services where he oversees development and management of the
unit and is responsible for the development of the foster care and juvenile justice post-secondary
educational system.
Prior to this, Brett served as the Director of Health at the Connecticut Department of Correction where
he was responsible for policy and program development as well as training enhancement and
collaboration with state and private agencies.
Earlier in his career, Brett held positions at Yale University School of Medicine, Yale Psychiatric Institute,
and the Connecticut Mental Health Center.
Brett has published articles in several academic journals and serves as a member of the American
Psychological Association, Association of Black Psychologists, and International Society for the Study of
Personality Disorders. Brett has also served as a board member of the Clifford Beers Clinic and as a
community member of the Yale Medical School Human Investigative Review Board.
Brett’s credentials include a BA in Psychology and an M.A. in Counseling and Clinical Psychology from the
University of Cincinnati, a doctorate in Clinical Psychology from Wright State University, and an M.B.A. in
Healthcare Administration from the University of Hartford. He has served multiple fellowships at Yale
University Medical School and is a licensed Psychologist in the State of Connecticut.
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Sandra LaJeunesse
Senior Associate
Sandra LaJeunesse joined the OPG team in January 2015 bringing with her
demonstrated expertise working with all levels of management and staff in
developing the human competencies critical to business success.
Sandra provides leadership coaching & development, new leader
assimilations, consulting and facilitation of groups on the human dynamics of
change and transition, and conflict management assistance. She also enhances
effective communication, helps build exceptional teams and workplace cultures, and provides career
coaching. Sandra conducts organizational assessments, focus groups, collects 360º feedback data
through probing interviews, and designs and facilitates retreats.
Organizations credit her with initiating change, and energizing and supporting individuals and teams in
realizing set objectives. She uses many applications of the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator to promote an
understanding of diversity of style and productive change.
Sandra’s work has been in diverse environments including healthcare, academic and other non-profit
environments. Sandra is a founder of Odyssey Consulting and has practiced as a partner of Odyssey for
the past seventeen years. Her experience includes eight years as a Senior Consultant with Right
Management Consultants, then the world’s largest publicly traded international human resource
consulting firm.
Sandra holds a Master’s degree in Counseling Psychology and a Bachelor’s in Education, with a strong
emphasis in adult learning styles. She is Myers-Briggs qualified.
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Cathy Winterfield
Senior Associate
Cathy Winterfield, MBA, MSHE, SPHR, ACC is President of NovaCore
Performance Solutions, a firm dedicated to enhancing the performance of
individuals and teams in the workplace. This enterprise represents the
culmination of more than 25 years of experience in human resources,
training, consulting, management, and coaching. Cathy has worked in, and
consulted for, for-profit businesses, not-for-profit organizations, and
governmental entities.
Previously, Cathy served as a member of the Extension Faculty of Cornell University – School of
Industrial and Labor Relations, where she was the Director of Human Resource Management Programs.
In this role, Cathy designed and directed HR management programs, developed and delivered
workshops to managers and HR professionals, formulated training recommendations to remedy specific
learning needs within a variety of organizations, and consulted with clients.
Cathy has written several books:
•
•
•
•
•

Performance Appraisals, for Silver Lining Publications, a division of Barnes & Noble
Mission-Driven Interviewing: Moving Beyond Behavior Based Questions, by PTI Publishing
PHR / SPHR Quick Reference Guide, for Pearson Education (1st Edition)
PHR Exam Prep, for Pearson Education (1st, 2nd, and 3rd Editions)
SPHR Exam Prep, for Pearson Education (3rd Edition)

Cathy has presented at national and local conferences on a variety of topics related to human resources
and management development. In addition, she has co-authored more than a dozen online courses in
leadership, human resources, management development, and organ donation. Cathy has served on the
faculty of four universities. Currently, she teaches at Southern New Hampshire University, eCornell, and
Cornell University – Samuel Curtis Johnson Graduate School of Management.
Cathy holds a Bachelor of Arts degree from Ithaca College, a Master of Business Administration from
Pace University, and a Master in Higher Education from Kaplan University, with a specialty in Online
College Teaching. She has earned the Associate Certified Coach (ACC) credential from the International
Coach Federation. She is also a certified administrator of the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) Step I
and Step II‚ Assessments, and the Extended DISC. Cathy has likewise earned the Senior Professional in
Human Resources (SPHR) designation from the Human Resource Certification Institute, and the CCP
(Certified Compensation Professional) designation from WorldatWork. She is a member of the Society
for Human Resource Management, the Association for Talent Development, and the International Coach
Federation.
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Katherine Soverel
Associate
Katherine Soverel is dedicated to providing extraordinary service for the firm’s
clients. With experience in business development and formulating market
strategies, Katherine has demonstrated success helping public, private, and
nonprofit organizations drive growth and make strategic decisions. While at
the Population Council, Katherine formulated an original marketing plan for an
innovative pharmaceutical product for the public, commercial, NGO, and social
marketing sectors in Kenya, Nigeria, and Senegal. In addition to
pharmaceuticals, Katherine also has experience doing market research and
analysis within the higher education, entertainment, nonprofit, and legal fields.
Katherine has extensive experience living and working in China. In 2006, she participated in Columbia
University’s summer language program in Beijing, China. In 2010, she entered Zhejiang University’s
Intensive Language Program in Mandarin and went on to work at Glory Lifestyle Investment Fund as a
Business Development Associate. At Glory, Katherine performed market research and collaborated with
management on building and pitching a business plans to a Fortune 500 company. She also maintained
relationships with partners in North America and Europe.
Katherine graduated from Barnard College in 2007 with a Bachelor’s degree in Political Science. While
working at diverse organizations such as the Academy of Political Science, Glory Investment
Management, and the Population Council, Katherine gained experience performing in-depth market and
competitive analysis. She then went on to pursue an MBA and a Master’s degree in International
Relations from Boston University.
Katherine is proficient in Mandarin and Spanish. In her spare time, Katherine enjoys being outdoors,
hiking, and spending time in her home state of Maine.
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change agents · 52
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team development · 7, 43
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